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Napkin problem with a twist 
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 How will the formulation change if decision of 

buying napkins was made every day 

 

 Solution 

 



Solution 
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 Decision variables 

 Napkins on each day(N1..N6) 

 Napkins sent for regular laundry (R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, 
R6) 

 Napkins sent for faster laundry (F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6) 

 Min 13(N1+N2+N3+N4+N5+N6) + (R1+R2) + 
(1.65)*(F1+F2+F3+F4) 

 Constraints 

 N1≥100 

 N2+(N1-100)≥200 

 N3+ (N2+N1-300)+F1 ≥300 

 N4+(N3+N2+N1+F1-600)+F2 ≥400 

 N5+(N4+N3+N2+N1+F1+F2-1000)+F3+R1 ≥175 

 N6+ (N5+N4+N3+N2+N1+F1+F2+F3+R1-1175)+F4+R2≥75 

 



Compare formulations 
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 N≥100 

 N-100≥200 

 N-300+F1 ≥300 

 N-600+F1+F2 ≥400 

 N-1000+F1+F2+F3+R1 ≥175 

 N-

1175+F1+F2+F3+F4+R1+R2 

≥75 

 

 N1≥100 

 N2+(N1-100)≥200 

 N3+ (N2+N1-300)+F1 ≥300 

 N4+(N3+N2+N1+F1-600)+F2 

≥400 

 N5+(N4+N3+N2+N1+F1+F2-

1000)+F3+R1 ≥175 

 N6+ 

(N5+N4+N3+N2+N1+F1+F2+F3+

R1-1175)+F4+R2≥75 

 



SIMPLEX METHOD 
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Simplex Method 
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 Lets reexamine the example from earlier lectures 

 A manufacturer of computer system components 

assembles two types of graphics terminals, model A 

and model B. The amounts of materials and labor 

required for each assembly, and the total amounts 

available are shown in the table. The profits that 

can be realized are $22 and $28 for models A and B 

respectively.  

Resources required per Unit Resources Available 

A B 

Materials 8 10 3400 

Labor 2 3 960 



Solution 
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 XA represent units of A 

 XB represent units of B 

 

 Objective function 

 Maximize Z = 22 XA+28XB  

 

 Constraints 

 8XA+10XB≤3400 

 2XA+3XB≤960 

 XA,XB≥0 

 



Solution to the LP 
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XB 
(0,340) 

(425,0) 

(0,320) 

(480,0) 

(150,220) 



Theorems 
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 Theorem 1: The corner point feasible solutions 
contain the optimal solution for every LP 
 i.e. we have a finite set of potential optimal solution 

candidates 

 Theorem 2 (Optimality Condition): Consider any 
linear programming problem that possesses at 
least one optimal solution. If a Corner Point 
Feasible (CPF) solution has no adjacent CPF 
solutions that are better, then it must be an 
optimal solution 

 

 We will prove these statements later  

 

 
 



Solution Methodology 
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 So lets solve 

 Initialize: Choose (0,0) as the initial solution. Z = 0. 

 Not optimal because adjacent solutions are better 

 Iteration 1: consider the two edges emanating from (0,0) 

 Select the edge with the faster increase in Z value 

 So 22XA + 28XB , move towards increasing XB 

 Now we hit the line 2XA+3XB=960 at (0,320) 

 Check optimality 

 Z at (0, 320) and Z at (150,220) 

 Not optimal  

 Iteration 2: consider the two edges from (0,320) and move 
towards intersection with  8XA+10XB=3400 

 Check optimality at (150, 220) 

 22*150+28*220 versus (22*425) - Optimal 

 



Solution to the LP 
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XB 
(0,340) 

(425,0) 

(0,320) 

(480,0) 

(150,220) 

0 

2 
1 



Simplex Method 
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 Concept 1: The simplex method focuses solely 
on CPF solutions. For any problem with at least 
one optimal solution, finding one requires only 
finding a best CPF solution 

 Concept 2: The simplex method is an iterative 
algorithm (a systematic solution procedure that 
keeps repeating a fixed series of steps, called an 
iteration, until a desired result has been 
obtained) with the following structure 

Stop 



Simplex Method 
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 Concept 3:Whenever possible, the initialization of the 
simplex method chooses the origin (all decision variables 
equal to zero) to be the initial CPF solution.  

 When there are too many decision variables to find an 
initial CPF solution graphically, this choice eliminates the 
need to use algebraic procedures to find and solve for an 
initial CPF solution. 

 Concept 4: Given a CPF solution, it is much quicker 
computationally to gather information about its adjacent 
CPF solutions than about other CPF solutions. 

 Therefore, each time the simplex method performs an 
iteration to move from the current CPF solution to a better 
one, it always chooses a CPF solution that is adjacent to 
the current one. No other CPF solutions are considered. 
Consequently, the entire path followed to eventually reach 
an optimal solution is along the edges of the feasible region. 



Simplex Method 
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 Concept 5: After the current CPF solution is 
identified, the simplex method examines each of the 
edges of the feasible region that emanate from this 
CPF solution. Each of these edges leads to an 
adjacent CPF solution at the other end, but the 
simplex method does not even take the time to 
solve for the adjacent CPF solution. Instead, it 
simply identifies the rate of improvement in Z that 
would be obtained by moving along the edge.  
 Among the edges with a positive rate of improvement in 

Z, it then chooses to move along the one with the largest 
rate of improvement in Z. The iteration is completed by 
first solving for the adjacent CPF solution at the other 
end of this one edge and then relabeling this adjacent 
CPF solution as the current CPF solution for the 
optimality test and (if needed) the next iteration. 



Simplex Method 
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 Concept 6: A positive rate of improvement in Z 

implies that the adjacent CPF solution is better 

than the current CPF solution, whereas a 

negative rate of improvement in Z implies that 

the adjacent CPF solution is worse. Therefore, 

the optimality test consists simply of checking 

whether any of the edges give a positive rate of 

improvement in Z. If none do, then the current 

CPF solution is optimal. 

 The lack of edges with a positive rate indicate that 

there are no CPF solutions with higher Z value 



Setting up the Simplex Method 
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 The first step in setting up the simplex method is to convert 
the functional inequality constraints to equivalent equality 
constraints. 

 For example, consider 
 8XA+10XB≤3400 

 2XA+3XB≤960 

 XA,XB≥0 

 Now we write these as 
 8XA+10XB+Y1 =3400 

 2XA+3XB+Y2 =960 

 

 XA,XB,Y1,Y2≥0 

 

 Y1 and Y2 are referred to as slack variables 

 The new form (augmented form) is simpler for identifying CPF 
solutions 

Functional 

Constraints 

Non-negativity Constraints 



Slack variables 
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 If a slack variable equals 0 in 

the current solution, then 

this solution lies on the 

constraint boundary for the 

corresponding functional 

constraint.  

 A value greater than 0 

means that the solution lies 

on the feasible side of this 

constraint boundary, 

whereas a value less than 0 

means that the solution lies 

on the infeasible side of this 

constraint boundary. 

XB 
(0,340) 

Y1>0 

Y1<0 



Augmented form 
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 An augmented solution is a solution for the 

original variables (the decision variables) that 

has been augmented by the corresponding 

values of the slack variables 

 For CPF (0,0) corresponding Augmented 

solution will be (0,0,3400,960) 

 An augmented CP solution is referred to as a 

basic solution 

 An augmented CPF solution is referred to as a 

basic feasible solution 

 



Augmented form 
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 In the augmented form we have 4 variables and 
2 equations 

 No. of variables – No. of equations = 4-2 =2 

 2 degrees of freedom i.e. 2 variables can be set 
to any arbitrary value and the other two can be 
deduced from that 

 In the simplex we use 0 as the arbitrary value 
 The variables that we set to 0 are termed as non-

basic variables 

 The variables that we solve for after determining the 
non-basic variables are called basic variables and 
the resulting solution basic solution 



Basic Solution 
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 Each variable is designated as either a non-basic 
variable or a basic variable. 

 The number of basic variables equals the number of 
functional constraints (now equations) 

 The number of nonbasic variables equals the total 
number of variables minus the number of functional 
constraints. 

 The nonbasic variables are set equal to zero. 

 The values of the basic variables are obtained as the 
simultaneous solution of the system of equations 
(functional constraints in augmented form).  

 The set of basic variables is often referred to as the 
basis. 

 If the basic variables satisfy the nonnegativity 
constraints, the basic solution is a BF solution. 



Explanation 
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 8XA+10XB+Y1 =3400 

 2XA+3XB+Y2 =960 

 XA,XB,Y1,Y2≥0 

 

 We set XA and XB as non-basic variables, so Y1 and Y2 
are basic variables 

 Solve for it, Y1 =3400 and Y2 =960 

 All these match the non-negativity constraints 

 Hence this is a basic feasible solution 

 Ideally for simplex to work, we will need to test 
optimality by seeing if we can move to the next basic 
solution or not 

 For this purpose, we will need to switch one variable 
from basic to non-basic and vice-versa for another 
variable 

 



Example 
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 Max Z=22XA+28XB 

 8XA+10XB+Y1 =3400 

 2XA+3XB+Y2 =960 

 XA,XB,Y1,Y2≥0 

 

 Lets write the equations in a clear format 

 Z- 22XA-28XB                                               =0                   (1) 

       8XA+10XB +Y1                                =3400             (2) 

       2XA+3XB+                        Y2          =960               (3) 

 

 Lets start with Y1 and Y2 as the basic elements and XA, XB as 
the non-basic elements 

 Please notice that we have coefficient of 1 for Y1 and Y2 in 
exactly one equation and 0 in all others, so we can easily solve 
for this system of equations 

 So, the solution will be (0,0,3400,960) 
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 We want to check optimality 

 Obviously if XA and XB increase its better 

 As long as there is a term –ive in Z equation we 

are not yet optimal 

 Rate of increase is higher for XB. (pick the most 

negative!) 

 So lets decide to bring XB into the basis.  

 Now we need to see what will leave the basis 

(out of Y1 and Y2)  

 



Example – Iteration 1 
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 The objective is to increase XB as much as possible 

 XA = 0 (still non-basic!) 

 10XB+Y1 =3400 => Y1 = 3400-10XB 

 XB can be 340 (Y1 ≥0) 

 3XB+Y2 =960     => Y2= 960 -3XB 

 XB can be 320 (Y2 ≥0) 

 So we set XB to be 320 and we will push out Y2 

 So what we did effectively was to check min(3400/10, 960/3) 
 The ratio of RHS and coefficient of the entering  variable and select the 

minimum value (because this sets the most stringent criterion!) 

 From the consolidated equations in slide 3 -> we can see how we got 
these nos 

 Z   - 22XA -  28XB                         =0             (1) 

          8XA + 10XB +Y1                   = 3400      (2) 

          2XA  +   3XB                     +Y2      =   960     (3) 
 We are selecting the column of the entering variable and computing the ratio of RHS 

and coefficient in the column 

 
 

 

 



Minimum ratio test 
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 These calculations are referred to as minimum 

ratio test 

 At any iteration of the simplex method, the 

minimum ratio test is used to determine which 

basic variable drops to zero first as the entering 

basic variable is increased.  

 Decreasing this basic variable to zero will 

convert it to a nonbasic variable for the next BF 

solution. Therefore, this variable is called the 

leaving basic variable for the current iteration 

(because it is leaving the basis) 

 



Solve for the equation 
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 Z   - 22XA -  28XB                         =0             (1) 

          8XA + 10XB +Y1                   = 3400      (2) 

          2XA  +   3XB                     +Y2      =   960      (3) 

 You will notice in the first step, the basic variables 
Y1 and Y2 have coefficient of 1 in 1 equation and 
0’s else where 

 So, its very easy to solve for Y1 and Y2 

 Now for the second iteration we know that XB is 
entering the basis in the place of Y2 

 So, in the equation (3) we need to have a coefficient 
of 1 for XB and the 0 in other equations 

 Two ways to do it 
 Multiply or divide with a number  

 Add or subtract equations with one another 

 



Solve for the equation 
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 Z   - 22XA -  28XB                         =0             (1) 

          8XA + 10XB +Y1                   = 3400      (2) 

          2XA  +   3XB                     +Y2      =   960      (3) 

 Divide eq (3) with 3 you get 

         (2/3)XA  +  XB         +(1/3)Y2      =   320    (3) 

 Now to make the coefficient of XB in (1) and (2) 
0 

 Replace Eqn (1) with Eqn (1)/28 + eqn (3) 

 Z/28 – 5/42XA +1/3Y2 = 320      (1) 

 Replace Eqn (2) with Eqn(2) – 10Eqn(3) 

 4/3XA + Y1 – 10/3Y2 = 200         (2) 



Solve for the equation 
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 Consolidate 

 Z/28 – 5/42XA                   +1/3Y2 = 320     (1) 

           4/3XA +             Y1 – 10/3Y2 = 200    (2) 

         (2/3)XA  +  XB                    +(1/3)Y2 =   320   (3) 

 

 Now basis is XB and Y1, XB = 320, Y1 = 200 

 Compute Z also! 28*320=8960 

 Now Z has one –ive  coefficient, which represents 
that we can increase XA and increase Z 

 So XA enter the basis 

 What will leave? 

 Minimum ratio test 
 Min(200/(4/3), 320/(2/3)) = Min(150,480) => Y1 leaves 

 

 

 

 

 



Solve 
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 Z/28 – 5/42XA                   +1/3Y2 = 320     (1) 

           4/3XA +             Y1 – 10/3Y2 = 200    (2) 

         (2/3)XA  +  XB                    +(1/3)Y2 =   320   (3) 

 XA should have coefficient of 1 in Eqn (2) and 0 
elsewhere 

 Replace Eqn (2) with 3/4*Eqn(2) 

  XA + (¾)Y1 – 5/2(Y2) = 150 

 Replace Eqn (1) with 42/5 *Eqn(1) + Eqn(2) 

 3/10Z + (3/4)Y1 +14/5Y2 = 2838 

 Replace Eqn (3) with (3/2)*Eqn(3)-Eqn(2) 

 3/2XB –(3/4)Y1+3Y2=330 

 Replace Eqn(3) with 2/3Eqn(3) 

 XB-(1/2)Y+2Y2=220 

 



Solve 
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 Consolidate 

 3/10Z     +             (¾)Y1 + 14/5Y2 = 2838 (1) 

            XA +              (¾)Y1 – 5/2(Y2) =150   (2) 

                     XB     -(1/2)Y1+   2Y2    =220  (3) 

 Now easily XA = 150, XB = 220 

 Z = 2838*10/3 = 9460 

 

 Now look at Z equation (1)… no term with -ive 

coefficient.. So Optimal solution! 
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